The symbol created for The Unbreakable Man represents the dark, black-skinned appearance
of GOD the Father and his Son, the shed blood of the Messiah, the righteousness of this work
and last but not least. The chains and metallic heart represent my connection and my
unwavering mindset in holiness towards the GOD of Gods, YAH.

The Twelve Principles of Resolve are everlasting lessons instituted for eternity or
eternal life. The reason behind giving this information to the men, is because they are the initial
and future blueprint of their households.
The foundation of the family is the man once he marries a woman because he is now the Head
of His House. The Man was created first and afterwards the Woman was created from him and
for him, so he would not be alone.
Whether or not you believe in GOD is irrelevant.
Either you will lead yourself and your future via life or reap damnation earned and the torment of
hell or otherwise known as death.
Hebrew was primarily a liturgical and literary language used by religious practitioners and
ancient scholars much the way the languages Latin and Greek are used today in the same
manner.

Tenacity // Having a firm unshakable mental grasp of the foundation that has now been
established in your life. Hold onto these principles that you have chosen to pursue because
your REAL success depends upon it.

Honesty // Be authentic in your mind with no intention to deceive others or yourself through
your words or actions.

Trustworthy // Is being dependable now that you understand the first tier of being a MAN.
You are entrusted with the responsibility of being the elementary example, teacher and model of
knowledge of what is to be a Man in GOD’s eyes

Honesty // is telling The Truth in love.

This is probably the hardest principle for men to grasp
because this is the middle of the journey to your ultimate destination. So the distance is the
same whether you chose to stop and go back or to go to complete what you have started with
these principles.
See when I speak of the Truth, it is referencing Yshua the Messiah which is the reason for
capitalizing the word when I write and reference it in this context. At this stage it is pointless to
stop because you will be judged by GOD. Now that you know, you have no excuse before him

but the choice is yours. You have been doused with the living waters which is the truth, the
word of GOD.
Knowledge gives you understanding of GOD and wisdom gives you the ability to make sound
judgement according to GOD’s will and purpose.

